Cleaning - Roman Shades
The top rail can be cleaned using a gentle cleaning agent.
Cleaning fabric without liftcords
To clean the fabric, this must first be removed from the top rail as follows: First lower the shade completely. Pull the cords through the rings or loops (12a).
Then take (if applicable) the rods and bottom rail out of the blind (12b). In case a magnet system is used, note the position of the rod and the side of the
magnet system. For light fabrics these magnets are positioned in turn on the left and right side of the shade. For heavier fabrics all magnets are positioned
on the same side. At the top, pull the fabric off the Velcro fastener on the top rail (12c). Follow the instructions on the washing instruction label on the top of
the blind. After cleaning, the bottom rail and the rods should be inserted in the original position. Then fasten the blind onto the top rail again,
attach the cords by threading the hooks through the rings or loops.
Cleaning fabric with liftcords
First lower the shade completely. There should be nomore liftcord left rotated on the cone. Then take the rods (if applicable) and the bottomrail out (13a).
In case amagnet systemis used, note the position of the rods and the side of themagnet system. For light fabrics these magnets are positioned in turn on the
left and right side of the shade. For heavier fabrics all magnets are positioned on the same side. Pull the fabric off the Velcro fastener on the top
rail (13b). Release the cord from the guiding hook (13c) and pull out the cord clip (13d). Follow the instructions on the washing instruction label on the
top of the blind. Follow these steps in reverse for placing the Roman Shade back onto the top rail. After cleaning, the bottom rail and the rods should be
inserted in the original position.
Cleaning advice
The blind fabric must be taken off the top rail. To prevent serious soiling, you can regularly dust the blindwith a feather duster or use a vacuumcleaner
on low power. If there are stains, we would advise that you remove these as quickly as possible with a soft sponge and lukewarm water (max. 30 °C) and
if needed, a non-synthetic washing powder. washing instructions are attached to the top of the blind for cleaning the fabric.
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